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Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others:

1. A works B. stops C. washes D. speaks

2. A. coughed B. ploughed C. laughed D. touched

Choose the word whose stress position is different from that of the others:

3. A. open B. happen C. offer D. begin

4. A. difficulty B. simplicity C. discovery D. commodity

5. A. obligatory B. geographical C. international D. undergraduate

Choose the option among A, B, C, D which needs correcting to make a complete sentence

6. I didn’t feel like to go to church this morning because it was raining hard

A B C D

7. They have been living here since 20 years up to present

A B C D

8. My father asked me where had I gone the night before.

A B C D

9. Genetic engineering is helping researchers unravel the mysteries of previously incurable diseases so that they can

A B C

get to its root causes and find cures.

D

10. The novelist Shirley Hazzard is noted for the insight, poetic style, and sensitive she demonstrates in her works.

A B C D

Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D)) that best fits the blank space in the following passage:

We are using up the world’s petroleum. We use (11)........ in our cars and to heat our building in winter.Farmers use
petrochemicals to (12)......... the soil rich. They use them to kill insects (13)......eat plants. These chemicals go (14).........
rivers and lakes and kill the fish there. Thousands of pollutants also go into the air and pollute it. Winds carry this
(15).................... air to other countries and other continents.

Poor farmers use the same land over and (16)............ The land needs a rest so it will be better next year. However,
the farmers must have food this year. Poor people cut down forests (17)......... firewood. In some areas when the trees are
gone, the land (18).......... desert. Poor people can’t save the environment for the (19)..........

This is not a problem for one country or one area of the world. It is a problem for all- humans. The people and the
nations of the world must work together to (20).........................the world’s resources.

11. A. it B. them C. that D. those

12. A. work B. change C. make D. let

13. A. what B. who C. whom D. which

14. A. out B. for C. at D. into

15. A. pollute B. polluting C. polluted D. pollution

16. A. over B. again C. repeatedly D. repeating



17. A. of B. for C. with D. at

18. A. gets B. changes C. turns D. becomes

19. A. future B. time being C. times D. period

20. A. recycle B. preserve C. keep D. reuse

Read the passage and choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D.

Throughout the United States, the number of places where people are allowed to smoke has gradually become
smaller and smaller. First, it was banned on trains, buses and planes, then in public places such as theatres and airports.
Now you can’t smoke in any workplace. Nonsmokers are definitely winning the battle. “Why should we breathe their
smoke ?”, they say.

If they are lucky, smokers can still find some bars and restaurants where they can light up a cigarette, but it may soon
be banned there , too. Anti-smoking groups even think that smoking ought to be banned in people’s homes.

Under new plans you won’t be able to smoke where there are more than ten visitors in a week, or where there are children.
In 1996, nicotine was classed as drug, like cocaine or heroin. In the country that gave tobacco to the world, smoking might
one day be illegal

21.Now you can smoke ___________ but in the future you can’t.

A. on trains B. in theatres C. on planes D. in bars

22. “ Why should we breathe their smoke?” The word “their” in this sentence means:

A. smokers’ B. other people’s C. nonsmokers’ D. visitors’

23. Which of the following sentences is true according to the passage?

A. The number of smokers has become smaller B. You can smoke in some bars and restaurants

C. You can smoke in your office D. There are more places for people who want to smoke

24. “ Nonsmokers are winning the battle” means:

A There are more nonsmokers. B. There are more smokers

C. There are fewer places where people can smoke D. There are more places where people can smoke.

25. In the future, smoking in ____________ may soon be banned.

A. bars and restaurants. B. the country that gave tobacco to the world.

C. large family’s homes D. all of these places.

Read the passage and choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D

When you apply for a job, one of the most important things is job interview. In order to make a good impression during a
job interview, you need to prepare yourself for the interview carefully. Punctuation is very necessary. You should arrive in
plenty of time so that you have a little of time to relax and keep calm before the interview. You should be well—dressed.
Do not wear a skirt which is too short or jeans. You also need to plan what you are going to say. You have to answer a lot
of questions about your education and experience. You may be asked many things about yourself and especially about the
reason why you decide to apply for the job. You can ask the interviewer about the salary you expect, the position you are
applying and the duties you have to do in the job. You also must try to find out as much as possible about the company
you want to work for.

26. When you apply for a job ____________

A. job interview is not important. B. don't make any good impression.

C. preparation is not necessary. D. interview is important for you to prepare.

27. What about punctuation?

A. Being late is all right. B. You should arrive early enough to relax.

C. Punctuation is not important. D. If you are late the interviewer will wait.



28. What about clothes?

A. You can wear whatever you like. B. You should be well dressed.

C. Jeans are suggested. D. short skirt makes you more attractive.

29. You may be asked about_____________

A. your study B. the reason why you are interested in the job C. your experience D. All are correct

30. You can ask the interviewer about______________

A. the salary, position and duties B. the salary, position and his age

C. the salary and the interviewer's education D. the salary, the interviewer's family and his duties

Read the following passage then choose the one answer A, B, C or D which you think is correct.

Dinosaurs were reptiles that lived during a period of earth’s history called the Mesozoic Era, which is known as the Age
of Reptiles. The first dinosaurs appeared more than 200 million years ago. For many millions of years, they dominated the
land with their huge size and strength. Then about 65 million years ago, they died out rather suddenly, never to reemerge.

The word dinosaur comes from two Greek words meaning “terrible lizard”. Dinosaurs were not lizards, but their
appearance could be truly terrifying. The biggest ones weighed more than ten times as much as a mature elephant and
nearly equaled the size of most modern—day whales. The famous kinds of dinosaurs, including the brontosaur and
tyrannosaurus rex, reached 80 to 90 feet in length. Not all dinosaurs were giants, however, some were actually no larger
than a chicken.

Scientists still do not know what caused dinosaur to disappear. One theory involves a change in the earth’s climate. It is
believed that temperature dropped significantly towards the end of the Cretaceous Period. Too large to hibernate and not
having fur or feathers for protection, it is possible that the climate became too chilly for dinosaurs. In contrast, other
species having protection, such as the mammals and birds, were able to survive.

31. What is the best title for this passage?

A. The History of Earth B. Earth’s Largest Reptiles.

C. The Metabolism of Dinosaurs D. The Domination of the Land.

32. It can be inferred from the passage that the Age of Reptiles lasted about

A. 135 million years B. 200 million years C. 80 million years D. 65 million years

33. The author uses the phrase “never to reemerge” to indicate that the dinosaurs

A. went into hiding B. became extinct. C. lost their way D. never died out.

34. According to the passage, what is true about the size of dinosaurs?

A. It was rather uniform B. It guaranteed their survival

C. It made them the largest creatures ever on earth. D. It varied quite greatly.

35. Which of the following can be inferred about mammals and birds.

A. They preceded the dinosaurs. B. They could not survive the chilly temperatures

C. Most have either fur or feathers over their bodies. D. They were too large to hibernate.

Choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D which has the same meaning with the original sentence:

36. “Sorry, I’m late.” said the boy to the teacher.

A. The boy apologised to the teacher for being late. B. The boy thanked the teacher for being late.

C. The boy said to the teacher that he was late. D. The teacher said sorry to the boy for being late.



37. They have redecorated the living- room recently.

A. They have been redecorated the living- room recently. B. The living-room has redecorated recently.

C. The living-room has been redecorated recently. D. They had the living-room redecorated recently.

38. They had to cancel the flight because the fog was too thick.

A. Due to the thick fog, they didn’t cancel the flight. B. Due to the thick fog, they cancelled the flight.

C. Due to the fog was thick, they cancelled the flight.

D. Because of the fact that they had to cancel the flight , the fog was too thick.

39. He is short-sighted. Therefore, he has to wear the glasses.

A. If he isn’t short-sighted, he won’t have to wear the glasses.

B. If he hadn’d been short-sighted, he wouldn’t have had to wear the glasses.

C. If he weren’t short-sighted, he wouldn’t have to wear the glasses.

D. Should he not be short-sighted, he won’t have to wear the glasses.

40. There were over two hundred people at Carl's trial, most of whom believed that he was not guilty of the crime.

A. Carl had not committed the crime, and so more than 200 people came to his trial to show their support.

B. When it was announced that Carl had been found not guilty of the crime, there were over 200 people in the audience
at his trial.

C. Over 200 people coming to Carl’s trial must have influenced the fact that he was not found guilty of the crime.

D. The majority of the more than 200 people at Carl’s trial didn’t think that he had committed the crime.

41. “You should have finished the report by now.” John told his secretary.
A. John reproached his secretary for not having finished the report. B. John said that his secretary had not finished the report.

C. John reminded his secretary of finishing the report on time.

D. John scolded to his secretary for not having finished the report.

42. Even though some events were cancelled, thousands of people attended the festival.

A. No matter how many people attended the festival, some events were cancelled

B. In spite some cancelled events, thousands of people attended the festival.

C. As some events were cancelled, thousands of people attended the festival.

D. Despite the cancellation of some events, thousands of people attended the festival.

43. I’m sure it wasn’t Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi.
A. It couldn’t be Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi. B. You mustn’t have seen Mr. Phong because he’s in Hanoi

C. It can’t have been Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi. D. Mr. Phong mightn’t see you because he’s in Hanoi.

44. I was on the point of leaving the house when he came.

A. No sooner had I left the house than he came. B. I had hardly left the house when he came.

C. When he came I had just left the house. D. I was just about to leave the house when he came.

45. Although he was very tired, he agreed to help me with my homework.

A. Tired as he was, he agreed to help me with my homework.

B. Despite being very tired, but he agreed to help me with my homework.

C. Tired though he was, but he agreed to help me with my homework.

D. As tired as was he, he agreed to help me with my homework.



Choose the best answer among A, B, C, D to complete each sentence below:

46. _________ he is old, he wants to travel around the world.

A. In spite of B. Although C. Despite D. Because
47. Mr. Young is not only healthy .................. also cheerful.

A. and B. both C. but D. with

48. He ran …………… fast …………… I couldn’t catch him.

A. such/that B. very/that C. too/to D. so/that

49. If I had studied harder, I_________________better in the last exam.

A. would do B. would have done C. had done D. wouldn’t have done

50. The larger the apartment, the __________________ the rent is.

A. expensive B. more expensive C. expensively D. most expensive

51. Nam wanted to know what time _______.

A. the movie began B. the movie begins C. does the movie begin D. did the movie begin

52. On attaining maximum size, ---- by drawing itself out and dividing into two daughter amoebas, each receiving
identical nuclear materials.

A. the reproduction of the amoeba B. the amoeba, which reproduces

C. reproducing the amoeba D. the amoeba reproduces

53. For the advertiser, one of the greatest appeals of radio is ---- an audience all day long.

A. that it has B. that to have C. to have it D. having it

54. Lenses, ____________,are used to correct imperfections in eyesight.

A. are the forms of glasses and contact lenses B. in the form of glasses and contact lenses

C. glasses and contact lenses which form D. glasses and contact lenses may be formed

55. ---- skeleton of an insect is on the outside of its body.

A. Its B. That the C. There is a D. The

56. Peter: “Thanks a lot for your wonderful gift.” – Mary: “____________”

A. You are welcome B. Thank you C. Cheers D. Have a good day

57. Tim: “____________” – Jeycy: “Certainly”

A. Welcome back! B. What are you doing there? C. I’m sorry I am late D. May I borrow a pencil , please?

58. Mary: “How did you get here ?” John: “_______________”

A. Is it far from here ? B. I came here last night. C. The train is so crowded D. I came here by train.

59. Messy: “Your hairstyle is terrific.” – Crespo : “____________.”

A. Go ahead B. Not at all C. Come on D. I’m pleased you like it.

60. Would you mind if I use you computer for an hour?

A. Not at all. I’ve finished my job

B. Yes, you can use it.

C. Of course not. I still need it now

D. Yes, It’s all right.



61. “He takes the responsibility for running the household”. Which of the following has the SAME meaning with
“household”?

A. homework B. homeland C. housewife D. housework

62. “It is a really difficult matter to decide how to solve now. I will need time to think it over”. Which of the following
has the SAME meaning with “to think it over”?

A. to sleep on it. B. to make it better C. to make up for it D. to think out of time

63. “That is a well-behaved boy” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “ well-behaved”?

A. good behavior B. behaving improprely C. behaving nice D. behaving cleverly

64. “The train arrived late this morning”. Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “ late”?

A. soon B. later C. early D. lately

65. Thanks to the laser beams, at last, he could get rid of the __________birthmark on his face.

A. normal B. abnormal C. abnormality D. abnormally

66. That beautiful girl died of an________ morphine.

A. overweight B. overhear C. overdo D. overdose

67. It was ___ that I bought those books.

A. this shop B. this shop where C. at this shop D. the shop

68. We usually do go by train, even though the car _________ is a lot quicker.

A. travel B. journey C. trip D. voyage

69. We _________ today and I got into trouble because I hadn't done it.

A. had checked our homework B. had our homework checked

C. were checked our homework D. have our homework checking

70. I often go to school _____to borrow books in my free time

A. library B.room C.yard D.class

71. Many species of plants and animals are in___________ of extinction.

A. dangerous B. endangered C. danger D. dangerously

72. He often talks to me about his____________ in the countryside.

A. childhood B. childish C. childlike D. childless

73. What are the ____between women in old times and women in modern times ?

A.differs B.different C.difference D.differences

74. Nowadays women ___the same wages as men

A.should pay B.will be paid C.will pay D.should be paid

75. “You hit the nail on the head” means “_______________”

A. You have a headache B.Your head has a nail on it C.You are totally right D.Your viewpoint is wrong

76. Which of the following has the SAME meaning with “wealthy”?

A. strong B. rich C. clever D. healthy

77. “He insisted on listening to the entire story”. “Which of the following has the SAME meaning with entire”?

A. part B. funny C. whole D. interesting



78. “The table is too heavy for me to move alone.” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “heavy”?

A. light B. easy C. old D. small

79. “A optimistic person always sees things on the bright sides” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning
with “optimistic”?

A. comfortable B. difficult C. intelligent D. pessimisstic

80. Which of these is the OPPOSITE of straight?
A. beautiful B. crooked C. definite D. self – conscious
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Choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D which has the same meaning with the original sentence:

1. “Sorry, I’m late.” said the boy to the teacher.

A. The boy apologised to the teacher for being late. B. The boy thanked the teacher for being late.

C. The boy said to the teacher that he was late. D. The teacher said sorry to the boy for being late.

2. They have redecorated the living- room recently.

A. They have been redecorated the living- room recently. B. The living-room has redecorated recently.

C. The living-room has been redecorated recently. D. They had the living-room redecorated recently.

3. They had to cancel the flight because the fog was too thick.

A. Due to the thick fog, they didn’t cancel the flight. B. Due to the thick fog, they cancelled the flight.

C. Due to the fog was thick, they cancelled the flight.

D. Because of the fact that they had to cancel the flight , the fog was too thick.

4. He is short-sighted. Therefore, he has to wear the glasses.

A. If he isn’t short-sighted, he won’t have to wear the glasses.

B. If he hadn’d been short-sighted, he wouldn’t have had to wear the glasses.

C. If he weren’t short-sighted, he wouldn’t have to wear the glasses.

D. Should he not be short-sighted, he won’t have to wear the glasses.

5. There were over two hundred people at Carl's trial, most of whom believed that he was not guilty of the crime.

A. Carl had not committed the crime, and so more than 200 people came to his trial to show their support.

B. When it was announced that Carl had been found not guilty of the crime, there were over 200 people in the audience
at his trial.

C. Over 200 people coming to Carl’s trial must have influenced the fact that he was not found guilty of the crime.

D. The majority of the more than 200 people at Carl’s trial didn’t think that he had committed the crime.

6. “You should have finished the report by now.” John told his secretary.
A. John reproached his secretary for not having finished the report. B. John said that his secretary had not finished the report.

C. John reminded his secretary of finishing the report on time.

D. John scolded to his secretary for not having finished the report.



7. Even though some events were cancelled, thousands of people attended the festival.

A. No matter how many people attended the festival, some events were cancelled

B. In spite some cancelled events, thousands of people attended the festival.

C. As some events were cancelled, thousands of people attended the festival.

D. Despite the cancellation of some events, thousands of people attended the festival.

8. I’m sure it wasn’t Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi.
A. It couldn’t be Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi. B. You mustn’t have seen Mr. Phong because he’s in Hanoi

C. It can’t have been Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi. D. Mr. Phong mightn’t see you because he’s in Hanoi.

9. I was on the point of leaving the house when he came.

A. No sooner had I left the house than he came. B. I had hardly left the house when he came.

C. When he came I had just left the house. D. I was just about to leave the house when he came.

10. Although he was very tired, he agreed to help me with my homework.

A. Tired as he was, he agreed to help me with my homework.

B. Despite being very tired, but he agreed to help me with my homework.

C. Tired though he was, but he agreed to help me with my homework.

D. As tired as was he, he agreed to help me with my homework.

Choose the best answer among A, B, C, D to complete each sentence below:

11. The larger the apartment, the __________________ the rent is.

A. expensive B. more expensive C. expensively D. most expensive

12. Nam wanted to know what time _______.

A. the movie began B. the movie begins C. does the movie begin D. did the movie begin

13. On attaining maximum size, __________ by drawing itself out and dividing into two daughter amoebas, each
receiving identical nuclear materials.

A. the reproduction of the amoeba B. the amoeba, which reproduces

C. reproducing the amoeba D. the amoeba reproduces

14. For the advertiser, one of the greatest appeals of radio is ____________an audience all day long.

A. that it has B. that to have C. to have it D. having it

15. Lenses, ____________,are used to correct imperfections in eyesight.

A. are the forms of glasses and contact lenses B. in the form of glasses and contact lenses

C. glasses and contact lenses which form D. glasses and contact lenses may be formed

16. _________ he is old, he wants to travel around the world.

A. In spite of B. Although C. Despite D. Because
17. Mr. Young is not only healthy________________ also cheerful.

A. and B. both C. but D. with

18. He ran ________________ fast _____________ I couldn’t catch him.

A. such/that B. very/that C. too/to D. so/that

19. If I had studied harder, I_________________better in the last exam.

A. would do B. would have done C. had done D. wouldn’t have done



20. ---- skeleton of an insect is on the outside of its body.

A. Its B. That the C. There is a D. The

21. Peter: “Thanks a lot for your wonderful gift.” – Mary: “____________”

A. You are welcome B. Thank you C. Cheers D. Have a good day

22. Tim: “____________” – Jeycy: “Certainly”

A. Welcome back! B. What are you doing there? C. I’m sorry I am late D. May I borrow a pencil , please?

23. Mary: “How did you get here ?” John: “_______________”

A. Is it far from here ? B. I came here last night. C. I came here by train. D. The train is so crowded

24. Messy: “Your hairstyle is terrific.” – Crespo : “____________.”

A. Go ahead B. Not at all C. Come on D. I’m pleased you like it.

25. Would you mind if I use you computer for an hour?

A. Not at all. I’ve finished my job

B. Yes, you can use it.

C. Of course not. I still need it now

D. Yes, It’s all right.

26. Thanks to the laser beams, at last, he could get rid of the __________birthmark on his face.

A. normal B. abnormal C. abnormality D. abnormally

27. That beautiful girl died of an________ morphine.

A. overweight B. overhear C. overdo D. Overdose

28. Which of the following has the SAME meaning with “wealthy”?

A. strong B. rich C. clever D. healthy

29. “He insisted on listening to the entire story”. “Which of the following has the SAME meaning with entire”?

A. part B. funny C. whole D. interesting

30. “He takes the responsibility for running the household”. Which of the following has the SAME meaning with “household”?

A. homework B. homeland C. housewife D. housework

31. It was ___ that I bought those books.

A. this shop B. this shop where C. at this shop D. the shop

32. We usually do go by train, even though the car _________ is a lot quicker.

A. travel B. journey C. trip D. voyage

33. We _________ today and I got into trouble because I hadn't done it.

A. had checked our homework B. had our homework checked

C. were checked our homework D. have our homework checking

34. I often go to school _____to borrow books in my free time

A. library B.room C.yard D.class

35. Many species of plants and animals are in___________ of extinction.

A. dangerous B. endangered C. danger D. dangerously

36. He often talks to me about his____________ in the countryside.

A. childhood B. childish C. childlike D. childless



37. “A optimistic person always sees things on the bright sides” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning
with “optimistic”?

A. comfortable B. difficult C. intelligent D. pessimisstic

38. Which of these is the OPPOSITE of straight?
A. beautiful B. crooked C. definite D. self – conscious

39. What are the ____between women in old times and women in modern times ?

A.differs B.different C.difference D.differences

40. Nowadays women ___the same wages as men

A.should pay B.will be paid C.will pay D.should be paid

41. “You hit the nail on the head” means “_______________”

A. You have a headache B.Your head has a nail on it

C. You are totally right D.Your viewpoint is wrong

42. “It is a really difficult matter to decide how to solve now. I will need time to think it over”. Which of the following
has the SAME meaning with “to think it over”?

A. to sleep on it. B. to make it better C. to make up for it D. to think out of time

43. “That is a well-behaved boy” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “ well-behaved”?

A. good behavior B. behaving improprely C. behaving nice D. behaving cleverly

44. “The train arrived late this morning”. Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “ late”?

A. soon B. later C. early D. lately

45. “The table is too heavy for me to move alone.” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “heavy”?

A. light B. easy C. old D. small

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others:

46. A works B. stops C. washes D. speaks

47. A. coughed B. ploughed C. laughed D. touched

Choose the option among A, B, C, D which needs correcting to make a complete sentence

48. I didn’t feel like to go to church this morning because it was raining hard

A B C D

49. They have been living here since 20 years up to present

A B C D

50. My father asked me where had I gone the night before.

A B C D

51. . Genetic engineering is helping researchers unravel the mysteries of previously incurable diseases so that they can

A B C

get to its root causes and find cures.

D

52. The novelist Shirley Hazzard is noted for the insight, poetic style, and sensitive she demonstrates in her works.

A B C D



Choose the word whose stress position is different from that of the others:

53. A. open B. happen C. offer D. begin

54. A. difficulty B. simplicity C. discovery D. commodity

55. A. obligatory B. geographical C. international D. undergraduate

Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D)) that best fits the blank space in the following passage:

We are using up the world’s petroleum. We use (56)........ in our cars and to heat our building in winter.Farmers use
petrochemicals to (57)......... the soil rich. They use them to kill insects (58)......eat plants. These chemicals go (59).........
rivers and lakes and kill the fish there. Thousands of pollutants also go into the air and pollute it. Winds carry this
(60).................... air to other countries and other continents.

Poor farmers use the same land over and (61)............ The land needs a rest so it will be better next year. However,
the farmers must have food this year. Poor people cut down forests (62)......... firewood. In some areas when the trees are
gone, the land (63).......... desert. Poor people can’t save the environment for the (64)..........

This is not a problem for one country or one area of the world. It is a problem for all- humans. The people and the
nations of the world must work together to (65).........................the world’s resources.

56. A. it B. them C. that D. those

57. A. work B. change C. make D. let

58. A. what B. who C. whom D. which

59. A. out B. for C. at D. into

60. A.pollute B.polluting C.polluted D.pollution

61. A.over B.again C.repeatedly D.repeating

62. A.of B.for C.with D.at

63. A.gets B.changes C.turns D.becomes

64. A. future B.time being C.times D.period

65. A.recycle B.preserve C.keep D.reuse

Read the passage and choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D.

Throughout the United States, the number of places where people are allowed to smoke has gradually become
smaller and smaller. First, it was banned on trains, buses and planes, then in public places such as theatres and airports.
Now you can’t smoke in any workplace. Nonsmokers are definitely winning the battle. “Why should we breathe their
smoke ?”, they say.

If they are lucky, smokers can still find some bars and restaurants where they can light up a cigarette, but it may soon
be banned there , too. Anti-smoking groups even think that smoking ought to be banned in people’s homes.

Under new plans you won’t be able to smoke where there are more than ten visitors in a week, or where there are children.
In 1996, nicotine was classed as drug, like cocaine or heroin. In the country that gave tobacco to the world, smoking might
one day be illegal

66.Now you can smoke ___________ but in the future you can’t.

A. on trains B. in theatres C. on planes D. in bars

67. “ Why should we breathe their smoke?” The word “their” in this sentence means:

A. smokers’ B. other people’s C. nonsmokers’ D. visitors’

68. Which of the following sentences is true according to the passage?

A. The number of smokers has become smaller B. You can smoke in some bars and restaurants

C. You can smoke in your office D. There are more places for people who want to smoke



69. “ Nonsmokers are winning the battle” means:

A There are more nonsmokers. B. There are more smokers

C. There are fewer places where people can smoke D. There are more places where people can smoke.

70. In the future, smoking in ____________ may soon be banned.

A. bars and restaurants. B. the country that gave tobacco to the world.

C. large family’s homes D. all of these places.

Read the following passage then choose the one answer A, B, C or D which you think is correct.

Dinosaurs were reptiles that lived during a period of earth’s history called the Mesozoic Era, which is known as the Age
of Reptiles. The first dinosaurs appeared more than 200 million years ago. For many millions of years, they dominated the
land with their huge size and strength. Then about 65 million years ago, they died out rather suddenly, never to reemerge.

The word dinosaur comes from two Greek words meaning “terrible lizard”. Dinosaurs were not lizards, but their
appearance could be truly terrifying. The biggest ones weighed more than ten times as much as a mature elephant and
nearly equaled the size of most modern—day whales. The famous kinds of dinosaurs, including the brontosaur and
tyrannosaurus rex, reached 80 to 90 feet in length. Not all dinosaurs were giants, however, some were actually no larger
than a chicken.

Scientists still do not know what caused dinosaur to disappear. One theory involves a change in the earth’s climate. It is
believed that temperature dropped significantly towards the end of the Cretaceous Period. Too large to hibernate and not
having fur or feathers for protection, it is possible that the climate became too chilly for dinosaurs. In contrast, other
species having protection, such as the mammals and birds, were able to survive.

71. What is the best title for this passage?

A. The History of Earth B. Earth’s Largest Reptiles. C. The Metabolism of Dinosaurs D. The Domination of the Land.

72. It can be inferred from the passage that the Age of Reptiles lasted about

A. 135 million years B. 200 million years C. 80 million years D. 65 million years

73. The author uses the phrase “never to reemerge” to indicate that the dinosaurs

A. went into hiding B. became extinct. C. lost their way D. never died out.

74. According to the passage, what is true about the size of dinosaurs?

A. It was rather uniform B. It guaranteed their survival

C. It made them the largest creatures ever on earth. D. It varied quite greatly.

75. Which of the following can be inferred about mammals and birds.

A. They preceded the dinosaurs. B. They could not survive the chilly temperatures

C. Most have either fur or feathers over their bodies. D. They were too large to hibernate

Read the passage and choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D

When you apply for a job, one of the most important things is job interview. In order to make a good impression during a
job interview, you need to prepare yourself for the interview carefully. Punctuation is very necessary. You should arrive in
plenty of time so that you have a little of time to relax and keep calm before the interview. You should be well—dressed.
Do not wear a skirt which is too short or jeans. You also need to plan what you are going to say. You have to answer a lot
of questions about your education and experience. You may be asked many things about yourself and especially about the
reason why you decide to apply for the job. You can ask the interviewer about the salary you expect, the position you are
applying and the duties you have to do in the job. You also must try to find out as much as possible about the company
you want to work for.

76. When you apply for a job ____________

A.job interview is not important. B. don't make any good impression.

C. preparation is not necessary. D. interview is important for you to prepare.



77. What about punctuation?

A. Being late is all right. B. You should arrive early enough to relax.

C. Punctuation is not important. D. If you are late the interviewer will wait.

78. What about clothes?

A. You can wear whatever you like. B. You should be well dressed.

C. Jeans are suggested. D. short skirt makes you more attractive.

79. You may be asked about_____________

A. your study B. the reason why you are interested in the job C. your experience D. All are correct

80. You can ask the interviewer about______________

A. the salary, position and duties B. the salary, position and his age

C. the salary and the interviewer's education D. the salary, the interviewer's family and his duties
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Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others:

1. A works B. stops C. speaks D. washes

2. A. ploughed B. coughed C. laughed D. touched

Choose the word whose stress position is different from that of the others:

3. A. open B. happen C. begin D.offer

4. A. simplicity B. difficulty C. discovery D. commodity

5. A. obligatory B. geographical C. international D. undergraduate

Choose the option among A, B, C, D which needs correcting to make a complete sentence

6. . Genetic engineering is helping researchers unravel the mysteries of previously incurable diseases so that they can

A B C

get to its root causes and find cures.

D

7. The novelist Shirley Hazzard is noted for the insight, poetic style, and sensitive she demonstrates in her works

A B C D

8. I didn’t feel like to go to church this morning because it was raining hard

A B C D

9. They have been living here since 20 years up to present

A B C D

10. My father asked me where had I gone the night before.

A B C D



Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D)) that best fits the blank space in the following passage:

We are using up the world’s petroleum. We use (11)........ in our cars and to heat our building in winter.Farmers use
petrochemicals to (12)......... the soil rich. They use them to kill insects (13)......eat plants. These chemicals go (14).........
rivers and lakes and kill the fish there. Thousands of pollutants also go into the air and pollute it. Winds carry this
(15).................... air to other countries and other continents.

Poor farmers use the same land over and (16)............ The land needs a rest so it will be better next year. However,
the farmers must have food this year. Poor people cut down forests (17)......... firewood. In some areas when the trees are
gone, the land (18).......... desert. Poor people can’t save the environment for the (19)..........

This is not a problem for one country or one area of the world. It is a problem for all- humans. The people and the
nations of the world must work together to (20).........................the world’s resources.

11. A. them B. it C. that D. those

12. A. make B. change C. work D. let

13. A. what B. who C. which D. whom

14. A. out B. for C. at D. into

15. A.pollute B. polluted C. polluting D.pollution

16. A. repeatedly B.again C. over D.repeating

17. A.of B.for C.with D.at

18. A. becomes B.changes C.turns D. gets

19. A period. B.time being C.times D. future

20. A.recycle B.preserve C.keep D.reuse

Read the passage and choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D.

Throughout the United States, the number of places where people are allowed to smoke has gradually become
smaller and smaller. First, it was banned on trains, buses and planes, then in public places such as theatres and airports.
Now you can’t smoke in any workplace. Nonsmokers are definitely winning the battle. “Why should we breathe their
smoke ?”, they say.

If they are lucky, smokers can still find some bars and restaurants where they can light up a cigarette, but it may soon
be banned there , too. Anti-smoking groups even think that smoking ought to be banned in people’s homes.

Under new plans you won’t be able to smoke where there are more than ten visitors in a week, or where there are children.
In 1996, nicotine was classed as drug, like cocaine or heroin. In the country that gave tobacco to the world, smoking might
one day be illegal

21.Now you can smoke ___________ but in the future you can’t.

A. on trains B. in theatres C. in bars D. on planes

22. “ Why should we breathe their smoke?” The word “their” in this sentence means:

A. other people’s B. smokers’ C. nonsmokers’ D. visitors’

23. Which of the following sentences is true according to the passage?

A. You can smoke in some bars and restaurants B. The number of smokers has become smaller

C. You can smoke in your office D. There are more places for people who want to smoke

24. “ Nonsmokers are winning the battle” means:

A There are more nonsmokers. B. There are fewer places where people can smoke

C. There are more smokers D. There are more places where people can smoke.



25. In the future, smoking in ____________ may soon be banned.

A. bars and restaurants. B. the country that gave tobacco to the world.

C. large family’s homes D. all of these places.

Read the passage and choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D

When you apply for a job, one of the most important things is job interview. In order to make a good impression during a
job interview, you need to prepare yourself for the interview carefully. Punctuation is very necessary. You should arrive in
plenty of time so that you have a little of time to relax and keep calm before the interview. You should be well—dressed.
Do not wear a skirt which is too short or jeans. You also need to plan what you are going to say. You have to answer a lot
of questions about your education and experience. You may be asked many things about yourself and especially about the
reason why you decide to apply for the job. You can ask the interviewer about the salary you expect, the position you are
applying and the duties you have to do in the job. You also must try to find out as much as possible about the company
you want to work for.

26. When you apply for a job ____________

A.job interview is not important. B. interview is important for you to prepare.

C. preparation is not necessary. D. don't make any good impression.

27. What about punctuation?

A. You should arrive early enough to relax. B. Being late is all right.

C. Punctuation is not important. D. If you are late the interviewer will wait.

28. What about clothes?

A. You can wear whatever you like. B. You should be well dressed.

C. Jeans are suggested. D. short skirt makes you more attractive.

29. You may be asked about_____________

A. your study B. the reason why you are interested in the job C. your experience D. All are correct

30. You can ask the interviewer about______________

A. the salary and the interviewer's education B. the salary, position and his age

C. the salary, position and duties D. the salary, the interviewer's family and his duties

Read the following passage then choose the one answer A, B, C or D which you think is correct.

Dinosaurs were reptiles that lived during a period of earth’s history called the Mesozoic Era, which is known as the Age
of Reptiles. The first dinosaurs appeared more than 200 million years ago. For many millions of years, they dominated the
land with their huge size and strength. Then about 65 million years ago, they died out rather suddenly, never to reemerge.

The word dinosaur comes from two Greek words meaning “terrible lizard”. Dinosaurs were not lizards, but their
appearance could be truly terrifying. The biggest ones weighed more than ten times as much as a mature elephant and
nearly equaled the size of most modern—day whales. The famous kinds of dinosaurs, including the brontosaur and
tyrannosaurus rex, reached 80 to 90 feet in length. Not all dinosaurs were giants, however, some were actually no larger
than a chicken.

Scientists still do not know what caused dinosaur to disappear. One theory involves a change in the earth’s climate. It is
believed that temperature dropped significantly towards the end of the Cretaceous Period. Too large to hibernate and not
having fur or feathers for protection, it is possible that the climate became too chilly for dinosaurs. In contrast, other
species having protection, such as the mammals and birds, were able to survive.

31. What is the best title for this passage?

A. The History of Earth B. The Metabolism of Dinosaurs .C. Earth’s Largest Reptiles D. The Domination of the Land.

32. It can be inferred from the passage that the Age of Reptiles lasted about

A. 65 million years B. 200 million years C. 80 million years D. 135 million years



33. The author uses the phrase “never to reemerge” to indicate that the dinosaurs

A became extinct.. B. went into hiding C. lost their way D. never died out.

34. According to the passage, what is true about the size of dinosaurs?

A. It was rather uniform B. It guaranteed their survival

C. It made them the largest creatures ever on earth. D. It varied quite greatly.

35. Which of the following can be inferred about mammals and birds.

A. They preceded the dinosaurs. B. Most have either fur or feathers over their bodies.

C. They could not survive the chilly temperatures D. They were too large to hibernate.

Choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D which has the same meaning with the original sentence:

36. “Sorry, I’m late.” said the boy to the teacher.

A. The teacher said sorry to the boy for being late. B. The boy thanked the teacher for being late.

C. The boy said to the teacher that he was late. D. The boy apologised to the teacher for being late.

37. They have redecorated the living- room recently.

A. They have been redecorated the living- room recently. B. The living-room has redecorated recently.

C. The living-room has been redecorated recently. D. They had the living-room redecorated recently.

38. They had to cancel the flight because the fog was too thick.

A. Due to the thick fog, they cancelled the flight. B. Due to the thick fog, they didn’t cancel the flight.

C. Due to the fog was thick, they cancelled the flight.

D. Because of the fact that they had to cancel the flight , the fog was too thick.

39. He is short-sighted. Therefore, he has to wear the glasses.

A. If he isn’t short-sighted, he won’t have to wear the glasses.

B. If he hadn’d been short-sighted, he wouldn’t have had to wear the glasses.

C. Should he not be short-sighted, he won’t have to wear the glasses.

D. If he weren’t short-sighted, he wouldn’t have to wear the glasses.

40. There were over two hundred people at Carl's trial, most of whom believed that he was not guilty of the crime.

A. Carl had not committed the crime, and so more than 200 people came to his trial to show their support.

B. When it was announced that Carl had been found not guilty of the crime, there were over 200 people in the audience
at his trial.

C. The majority of the more than 200 people at Carl’s trial didn’t think that he had committed the crime.

D. Over 200 people coming to Carl’s trial must have influenced the fact that he was not found guilty of the crime.

41. “You should have finished the report by now.” John told his secretary.
A. John reproached his secretary for not having finished the report. B. John said that his secretary had not finished the report.

C. John reminded his secretary of finishing the report on time.

D. John scolded to his secretary for not having finished the report.

42. Even though some events were cancelled, thousands of people attended the festival.

A. No matter how many people attended the festival, some events were cancelled

B. Despite the cancellation of some events, thousands of people attended the festival.

C. As some events were cancelled, thousands of people attended the festival.



D. In spite some cancelled events, thousands of people attended the festival.

43. I’m sure it wasn’t Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi.
A. It couldn’t be Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi. B. You mustn’t have seen Mr. Phong because he’s in Hanoi

C. It can’t have been Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi. D. Mr. Phong mightn’t see you because he’s in Hanoi.

44. I was on the point of leaving the house when he came.

A. I was just about to leave the house when he came. B. I had hardly left the house when he came.

C. When he came I had just left the house. D. No sooner had I left the house than he came.

45. Although he was very tired, he agreed to help me with my homework.

A. As tired as was he, he agreed to help me with my homework.

B. Despite being very tired, but he agreed to help me with my homework.

C. Tired though he was, but he agreed to help me with my homework.

D. Tired as he was, he agreed to help me with my homework.

Choose the best answer among A, B, C, D to complete each sentence below:

46. _________ he is old, he wants to travel around the world.

A. In spite of B. Because C. Despite D. Although
47. Mr. Young is not only healthy .................. also cheerful.

A. and B. both C. but D. with

48. He ran …………… fast …………… I couldn’t catch him.

A. so/that B. very/that C. too/to D. such/that

49. If I had studied harder, I_________________better in the last exam.

A. would do B. wouldn’t have done C. had done D. would have done.

50. The larger the apartment, the __________________ the rent is.

A. more expensive B. expensive C. expensively D. most expensive

51. Nam wanted to know what time _______.

A. the movie begins B. the movie began C. does the movie begin D. did the movie begin

52. On attaining maximum size, ---- by drawing itself out and dividing into two daughter amoebas, each receiving
identical nuclear materials.

A. the reproduction of the amoeba B. the amoeba, which reproduces

C. the amoeba reproduces D. reproducing the amoeba

53. For the advertiser, one of the greatest appeals of radio is ---- an audience all day long.

A. that it has B. that to have C. to have it D. having it

54. Lenses, ____________,are used to correct imperfections in eyesight.

A. are the forms of glasses and contact lenses B. in the form of glasses and contact lenses

C. glasses and contact lenses which form D. glasses and contact lenses may be formed

55. ---- skeleton of an insect is on the outside of its body.

A. Its B. That the C. The D. There is a

56. Peter: “Thanks a lot for your wonderful gift.” – Mary: “____________”
A. You are welcome B. Thank you C. Cheers D. Have a good day



57. Tim: “____________” – Jeycy: “Certainly”
A. Welcome back! B. May I borrow a pencil , please? C. I’m sorry I am late D What are you doing there?.

58. Mary: “How did you get here ?” John: “_______________”

A. Is it far from here ? B. I came here last night. C. The train is so crowded D. I came here by train.

59. Messy: “Your hairstyle is terrific.” – Crespo : “____________.”

A. Go ahead B. Not at all C. I’m pleased you like it. D. Come on

60. Would you mind if I use you computer for an hour?

A. Not at all. I’ve finished my job B. Yes, you can use it.

C. Of course not. I still need it now D. Yes, It’s all right.

61. “He takes the responsibility for running the household”. Which of the following has the SAME meaning with
“household”?

A. housework B. homeland C. housewife D. homework

62. “It is a really difficult matter to decide how to solve now. I will need time to think it over”. Which of the following
has the SAME meaning with “to think it over”?

A. to think out of time B. to make it better C. to make up for it D to sleep on it..

63. “That is a well-behaved boy” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “ well-behaved”?

A. good behavior B. behaving improprely C. behaving nice D. behaving cleverly

64. “The train arrived late this morning”. Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “ late”?

A. early B. later C. soon D. lately

65. Thanks to the laser beams, at last, he could get rid of the __________birthmark on his face.

A. normal B. abnormality C. abnormal D. abnormally

66. That beautiful girl died of an________ morphine.

A. overweight B. overhear C. overdo D. overdose

67. It was ___ that I bought those books.

A. at this shop B. this shop where C. this shop D. the shop

68. We usually do go by train, even though the car _________ is a lot quicker.

A. travel B. journey C. trip D. voyage

69. We _________ today and I got into trouble because I hadn't done it.

A. had our homework checked B. had checked our homework

C. were checked our homework D. have our homework checking

70. I often go to school _____to borrow books in my free time

A. yard B.room C. library D.class

71. Many species of plants and animals are in___________ of extinction.

A. dangerous B. endangered C dangerously. D. danger

72. He often talks to me about his____________ in the countryside.

A. childhood B. childish C. childlike D. childless

73. What are the ____between women in old times and women in modern times ?

A.differs B.different C.difference D.differences



74. Nowadays women ___the same wages as men

A.should pay B. should be paid C.will pay D. will be paid

75. “You hit the nail on the head” means “_______________”

A. You have a headache B.Your head has a nail on it C.You are totally right D.Your viewpoint is wrong

76. Which of the following has the SAME meaning with “wealthy”?

A. rich B. strong C. clever D. healthy

77. “He insisted on listening to the entire story”. “Which of the following has the SAME meaning with entire”?

A. part B. funny C. whole D. interesting

78. “The table is too heavy for me to move alone.” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “heavy”?

A. light B. easy C. old D. small

79. “A optimistic person always sees things on the bright sides” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning
with “optimistic”?

A. comfortable B. pessimisstic C. intelligent D. difficult

80. Which of these is the OPPOSITE of straight?
A. beautiful B. self – conscious C. definite D. crooked
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Choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D which has the same meaning with the original sentence:

1. “Sorry, I’m late.” said the boy to the teacher.

A. The teacher said sorry to the boy for being late. B. The boy thanked the teacher for being late.

C. The boy said to the teacher that he was late. D. The boy apologised to the teacher for being late.

2. They have redecorated the living- room recently.

A. They have been redecorated the living- room recently. B. The living-room has redecorated recently.

C. The living-room has been redecorated recently. D. They had the living-room redecorated recently.

3. They had to cancel the flight because the fog was too thick.

A. Due to the thick fog, they cancelled the flight. B. Due to the thick fog, they didn’t cancel the flight.

C. Due to the fog was thick, they cancelled the flight.

D. Because of the fact that they had to cancel the flight , the fog was too thick.

4. He is short-sighted. Therefore, he has to wear the glasses.

A. If he isn’t short-sighted, he won’t have to wear the glasses.

B. If he weren’t short-sighted, he wouldn’t have to wear the glasses.

C. If he hadn’d been short-sighted, he wouldn’t have had to wear the glasses.

D. Should he not be short-sighted, he won’t have to wear the glasses.



5. There were over two hundred people at Carl's trial, most of whom believed that he was not guilty of the crime.

A. Carl had not committed the crime, and so more than 200 people came to his trial to show their support.

B. When it was announced that Carl had been found not guilty of the crime, there were over 200 people in the audience
at his trial.

C. Over 200 people coming to Carl’s trial must have influenced the fact that he was not found guilty of the crime.

D. The majority of the more than 200 people at Carl’s trial didn’t think that he had committed the crime.

6. “You should have finished the report by now.” John told his secretary.
A. John said that his secretary had not finished the report. B. John reproached his secretary for not having finished the report.

C. John reminded his secretary of finishing the report on time.

D. John scolded to his secretary for not having finished the report.

7. Even though some events were cancelled, thousands of people attended the festival.

A. No matter how many people attended the festival, some events were cancelled

B. In spite some cancelled events, thousands of people attended the festival.

C. Despite the cancellation of some events, thousands of people attended the festival.

D. As some events were cancelled, thousands of people attended the festival.

8. I’m sure it wasn’t Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi.
A. It couldn’t be Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi. B. You mustn’t have seen Mr. Phong because he’s in Hanoi

C. Mr. Phong mightn’t see you because he’s in Hanoi.. D. It can’t have been Mr. Phong you saw because he’s in Hanoi

9. I was on the point of leaving the house when he came.

A. No sooner had I left the house than he came. B. I had hardly left the house when he came.

C. When he came I had just left the house. D. I was just about to leave the house when he came.

10. Although he was very tired, he agreed to help me with my homework.

A. Tired as he was, he agreed to help me with my homework.

B. Despite being very tired, but he agreed to help me with my homework.

C. Tired though he was, but he agreed to help me with my homework.

D. As tired as was he, he agreed to help me with my homework.

Choose the best answer among A, B, C, D to complete each sentence below:

11. The larger the apartment, the __________________ the rent is.

A. expensive B. expensively C. more expensive D. most expensive

12. Nam wanted to know what time _______.

A. the movie begins B. the movie began C. does the movie begin D. did the movie begin

13. On attaining maximum size, __________ by drawing itself out and dividing into two daughter amoebas, each
receiving identical nuclear materials.

A. the amoeba reproduces B. the amoeba, which reproduces

C. reproducing the amoeba D. the reproduction of the amoeba

14. For the advertiser, one of the greatest appeals of radio is ____________an audience all day long.

A. that it has B. that to have C. to have it D. having it



15. Lenses, ____________,are used to correct imperfections in eyesight.

A. are the forms of glasses and contact lenses B. glasses and contact lenses may be formed

C. glasses and contact lenses which form D. in the form of glasses and contact lenses

16. _________ he is old, he wants to travel around the world.

A. In spite of B. Despite C. Although D. Because
17. Mr. Young is not only healthy________________ also cheerful.

A. but B. both C. and D. with

18. He ran ________________ fast _____________ I couldn’t catch him.

A. such/that B. so/that C. too/to D. very/that

19. If I had studied harder, I_________________better in the last exam.

A. would do B. wouldn’t have done C. had done D. would have done

20. ---- skeleton of an insect is on the outside of its body.

A. The B. That the C. There is a D. Its

21. Peter: “Thanks a lot for your wonderful gift.” – Mary: “____________”

A. You are welcome B. Thank you C. Cheers D. Have a good day

22. Tim: “____________” – Jeycy: “Certainly”

A. Welcome back! B. May I borrow a pencil , please?

C. I’m sorry I am late D. What are you doing there?

23. Mary: “How did you get here ?” John: “_______________”

A. Is it far from here ? B. I came here last night.

C. The train is so crowded D. I came here by train.

24. Messy: “Your hairstyle is terrific.”

– Crespo : “____________.”

A. Go ahead B. Not at all C. I’m pleased you like it. D. Come on

25. Would you mind if I use you computer for an hour?

A. Not at all. I’ve finished my job B. Yes, you can use it.

C. Of course not. I still need it now D. Yes, It’s all right.

26. Thanks to the laser beams, at last, he could get rid of the __________birthmark on his face.

A. normal B. abnormal C. abnormality D. abnormally

27. That beautiful girl died of an________ morphine.

A. Overdose B. overhear C. overdo D. overweight

28. Which of the following has the SAME meaning with “wealthy”?

A. strong B. rich C. clever D. healthy

29. “He insisted on listening to the entire story”. “Which of the following has the SAME meaning with entire”?

A. part B. funny C. interesting D whole.

30. “He takes the responsibility for running the household”. Which of the following has the SAME meaning with “household”?

A. housework B. homeland C. housewife D. homework



31. It was ___ that I bought those books.

A. this shop B. this shop where C. at this shop D. the shop

32. We usually do go by train, even though the car _________ is a lot quicker.

A. travel B. voyage C. trip D. journey

33. We _________ today and I got into trouble because I hadn't done it.

A. had checked our homework B. had our homework checked

C. were checked our homework D. have our homework checking

34. I often go to school _____to borrow books in my free time

A. class B.room C.yard D. library

35. Many species of plants and animals are in___________ of extinction.

A. dangerous B. endangered C. danger D. dangerously

36. He often talks to me about his____________ in the countryside.

A. childhood B. childish C. childlike D. childless

37. “A optimistic person always sees things on the bright sides” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning
with “optimistic”?

A. pessimisstic B. difficult C. intelligent D. comfortable

38. Which of these is the OPPOSITE of straight?
A. beautiful B. crooked C. definite D. self – conscious

39. What are the ____between women in old times and women in modern times ?

A. differences B.different C.difference D. differs

40. Nowadays women ___the same wages as men

A.should pay B.will be paid C.will pay D.should be paid

41. “You hit the nail on the head” means “_______________”

A. You have a headache B. You are totally right C. Your head has a nail on it D.Your viewpoint is wrong

42. “It is a really difficult matter to decide how to solve now. I will need time to think it over”. Which of the following
has the SAME meaning with “to think it over”?

A. to sleep on it. B. to make it better C. to make up for it D. to think out of time

43. “That is a well-behaved boy” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “ well-behaved”?

A. good behavior B. behaving nice C. behaving improprely D. behaving cleverly

44. “The train arrived late this morning”. Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “ late”?

A. soon B. early C. later D. lately

45. “The table is too heavy for me to move alone.” Which of the following has the OPPOSITE meaning with “heavy”?

A. light B. easy C. old D. small

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others:

46. A works B. stops C. washes D. speaks

47. A. ploughed B. coughed C. laughed D. touched

Choose the option among A, B, C, D which needs correcting to make a complete sentence

48. I didn’t feel like to go to church this morning because it was raining hard

A B C D



49. . Genetic engineering is helping researchers unravel the mysteries of previously incurable diseases so that they can

A B C

get to its root causes and find cures.

D

50. They have been living here since 20 years up to present

A B C D

51. My father asked me where had I gone the night before.

A B C D

52. The novelist Shirley Hazzard is noted for the insight, poetic style, and sensitive she demonstrates in her works.

A B C D

Choose the word whose stress position is different from that of the others:

53. A. open B. happen C. begin D. offer

54. A. simplicity B difficulty. C. discovery D. commodity

55. A. undergraduate B. geographical C. international D. obligatory

Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D)) that best fits the blank space in the following passage:

We are using up the world’s petroleum. We use (56)........ in our cars and to heat our building in winter.Farmers use
petrochemicals to (57)......... the soil rich. They use them to kill insects (58)......eat plants. These chemicals go (59).........
rivers and lakes and kill the fish there. Thousands of pollutants also go into the air and pollute it. Winds carry this
(60).................... air to other countries and other continents.

Poor farmers use the same land over and (61)............ The land needs a rest so it will be better next year. However,
the farmers must have food this year. Poor people cut down forests (62)......... firewood. In some areas when the trees are
gone, the land (63).......... desert. Poor people can’t save the environment for the (64)..........

This is not a problem for one country or one area of the world. It is a problem for all- humans. The people and the
nations of the world must work together to (65).........................the world’s resources.

56. A. that B. them C. it D. those

57. A. make B. change C. work D. let

58. A. what B. who C. whom D. which

59. A. out B. into C. at D. for

60. A.pollute B.polluting C. pollution D. polluted

61. A.over B.again C.repeatedly D.repeating

62. A.of B.for C.with D.at

63. A.gets B.changes C becomes. D. turns

64. A. future B.time being C.times D.period

65. A.recycle B. keep C. preserve D.reuse

Read the passage and choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D.

Throughout the United States, the number of places where people are allowed to smoke has gradually become
smaller and smaller. First, it was banned on trains, buses and planes, then in public places such as theatres and airports.
Now you can’t smoke in any workplace. Nonsmokers are definitely winning the battle. “Why should we breathe their
smoke ?”, they say.

If they are lucky, smokers can still find some bars and restaurants where they can light up a cigarette, but it may soon
be banned there , too. Anti-smoking groups even think that smoking ought to be banned in people’s homes.



Under new plans you won’t be able to smoke where there are more than ten visitors in a week, or where there are children.
In 1996, nicotine was classed as drug, like cocaine or heroin. In the country that gave tobacco to the world, smoking might
one day be illegal

66.Now you can smoke ___________ but in the future you can’t.

A. on trains B. in theatres C. in bars D. on planes

67. “ Why should we breathe their smoke?” The word “their” in this sentence means:

A .other people’s . B. smokers’ C. nonsmokers’ D. visitors’

68. Which of the following sentences is true according to the passage?

A. You can smoke in some bars and restaurants B. The number of smokers has become smaller

C. You can smoke in your office D. There are more places for people who want to smoke

69. “ Nonsmokers are winning the battle” means:

A There are fewer places where people can smoke B. There are more smokers

C. There are more nonsmokers. D. There are more places where people can smoke.

70. In the future, smoking in ____________ may soon be banned.

A. bars and restaurants. B. the country that gave tobacco to the world.

C. large family’s homes D. all of these places.

Read the following passage then choose the one answer A, B, C or D which you think is correct.

Dinosaurs were reptiles that lived during a period of earth’s history called the Mesozoic Era, which is known as the Age
of Reptiles. The first dinosaurs appeared more than 200 million years ago. For many millions of years, they dominated the
land with their huge size and strength. Then about 65 million years ago, they died out rather suddenly, never to reemerge.

The word dinosaur comes from two Greek words meaning “terrible lizard”. Dinosaurs were not lizards, but their
appearance could be truly terrifying. The biggest ones weighed more than ten times as much as a mature elephant and
nearly equaled the size of most modern—day whales. The famous kinds of dinosaurs, including the brontosaur and
tyrannosaurus rex, reached 80 to 90 feet in length. Not all dinosaurs were giants, however, some were actually no larger
than a chicken.

Scientists still do not know what caused dinosaur to disappear. One theory involves a change in the earth’s climate. It is
believed that temperature dropped significantly towards the end of the Cretaceous Period. Too large to hibernate and not
having fur or feathers for protection, it is possible that the climate became too chilly for dinosaurs. In contrast, other
species having protection, such as the mammals and birds, were able to survive.

71. What is the best title for this passage?

A. The History of Earth B The Domination of the Land.. C. The Metabolism of Dinosaurs D. Earth’s Largest Reptiles.

72. It can be inferred from the passage that the Age of Reptiles lasted about

A. 200 million years B. 135 million years C. 80 million years D. 65 million years

73. The author uses the phrase “never to reemerge” to indicate that the dinosaurs

A. went into hiding B. became extinct. C. lost their way D. never died out.

74. According to the passage, what is true about the size of dinosaurs?

A. It was rather uniform B. It guaranteed their survival

C. It made them the largest creatures ever on earth. D. It varied quite greatly.

75. Which of the following can be inferred about mammals and birds.

A. Most have either fur or feathers over their bodies. B. They could not survive the chilly temperatures

C. They preceded the dinosaurs. D. They were too large to hibernate



Read the passage and choose the best answer among A, B, C, or D

When you apply for a job, one of the most important things is job interview. In order to make a good impression during a
job interview, you need to prepare yourself for the interview carefully. Punctuation is very necessary. You should arrive in
plenty of time so that you have a little of time to relax and keep calm before the interview. You should be well—dressed.
Do not wear a skirt which is too short or jeans. You also need to plan what you are going to say. You have to answer a lot
of questions about your education and experience. You may be asked many things about yourself and especially about the
reason why you decide to apply for the job. You can ask the interviewer about the salary you expect, the position you are
applying and the duties you have to do in the job. You also must try to find out as much as possible about the company
you want to work for.

76. When you apply for a job ____________

A.job interview is not important. B. interview is important for you to prepare.

C. preparation is not necessary. D. don't make any good impression.77. What about punctuation?

A. Being late is all right. B. Punctuation is not important.

C. You should arrive early enough to relax. D. If you are late the interviewer will wait.

78. What about clothes?

A. You should be well dressed B. .You can wear whatever you like.

C. Jeans are suggested. D. short skirt makes you more attractive.

79. You may be asked about_____________

A. your study B. the reason why you are interested in the job C. your experience D. All are correct

80. You can ask the interviewer about______________

A. the salary and the interviewer's education B. the salary, position and his age

C. the salary, position and duties D. the salary, the interviewer's family and his duties
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